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America's elections are in desperate need of reform, and the 2020
Presidential Election is clear and irrefutable proof. One solution is a
federal statute requiring UNIFORM STANDARDS concerning certain
aspects of state election laws. Reforms should include the following:
EVERY voter in every state should be required to produce a PHOTO I.D.
issued by a state or federal agency every time they vote. The phony
claim that poor people have a difficult time acquiring a photo I.D. is a lie
used to obscure the massive voter fraud that occurs exclusively among
black "Democrats." The latter don't seem to have any difficulties
acquiring SNAP cards, Medicaid cards, or EBT cards, so a photo I.D. isn't
really an obstacle.
Secondly, it is also essential that ballots received by county election
boards after Election Day must be automatically rejected, and should
never be mixed with legitimate ballots. Late arriving ballots offer far too
many opportunities for voter fraud to occur and will always drag out the
count for many days beyond the election, as recently occurred in many
"blue" swing-states.
States could continue to permit early voting in the days or weeks prior
to election day if they choose, but there's no excuse for extending
"election day" for days or weeks afterward. Early voted ballots should be
counted prior to election day and in front of both parties to avoid
overwhelming the vote-counters on the official day of the election.
Third, unsolicited "BULK MAIL BALLOTS" should be prohibited by
federal law. It is an invitation for massive voter fraud, because of the
opportunity it creates for "ballot harvesting" by unscrupulous

individuals. An Absentee Ballot should be permitted wherever they are
needed, but they must require proof of identification and be returned
before election day. They should be counted when and where election
"watchers" and observers are present, not weeks after Republican
election observers have gone home.
Fourth, state legislatures should require that state and county election
authorities POST A BOND to ensure that they do not engage in illegal
behavior. They should forfeit their bond as a penalty if they are
convicted of engaging in voter fraud of any kind or plead guilty to doing
so.
Judicial Watch has exposed a great many counties where the number of
registered voters exceeds the voting age population of that particular
county. It is no coincidence that those counties are where most voter
fraud occurred on November 3rd.
Hence, counties in which Voter Rolls exceed that county's voting age
population should AUTOMATICALLY INCUR INVESTIGATIONS BY THE
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT. Counties should be given a reasonable period to
purge fraudulent names, the names of dead people and those who have
moved elsewhere. If they fail to comply during their "grace" period,
election officials should be sued for damages by Justice Department
officials, and penalties exacted. If they persist, criminal indictments
should be brought.
Finally, every state should be forced to adopt a vote tabulating system
consisting exclusively of STAND-ALONE BALLOT COUNTING DEVICES,
which read, tabulate and store numbered PAPER BALLOTS. This would
eliminate the chicanery that took place with those Dominion Voting
System devices and its use of "Hammer" and "Scorecard" software. It
would also make any county or statewide recount or audit a very simple
undertaking.

The November 3rd National Election has been called the most dishonest
election in U.S. history. This is unlikely because the so-called "Democrat"
Party has engaged in massive voter fraud for decades: it's just that on
November 3rd, they left a rich trail of evidence, and honest people are
getting wise to their criminal and traitorous techniques.
Unfortunately for "Democrats," President Trump is a fighter rather than
a "gracious loser" in the long, Republican Tradition of McCain, Romney,
and the Bush Family.
In any event, the need for federal standards in national elections could
not be more obvious.

